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editor
School spirit at Boise
State University.isn't some-
thing to be admired. Many
students work hard to
increase the interest in cam-
pus and athletic events, but
.it seems their efforts are
often in vain. Take, for
instance, last .weekend's
Bronco home· game. Stu-
dents packed their section as
typical of the first home
game, 'but encouraging
shouts and enthusiasm
seemed nil. Perhaps the
problem isn't with the stu-
dents themselves' but with
the attitude some have with
respect to their expression
of Sch091 spirit.
WhatTm referringto
is the recent crackdown on
tortilla throwing fans. Tor-
tilla tossing has become a
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dents .who toss them when
ever BSU scores a touch-
down? Certainly the reason
can't be due to clean-up costs;
the amount of money
Bronco games generate
should adequately cover that
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Biter of the Week:
jim Allen (a.k.a. Photo God)'
gave up his busy weekend and
social life to hang out with
jeremy and Erica so Troy could
enjoy some days off at the
Burning Man Festival. Thanks
for all your hard work jim!!
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Sting operation finds travel agencies
scamming students '
Packaged tours to Mexico could cost
students more than they expect.
news writer
, , Spend five days, five nights
. in the tropics for $99.95.
All hotel accommodations and
transportation included!"
Slogans with similar con-,
notations. have swindled thou-
sands of dollars from student
pockets and into several travel
agencies' hands time and time
again.
Bait-and-switch schemes
like this involve selling a tour
package at one price, then
adding fees along the way.
This past August the Fed-
eral Trade Commission and 21
state att?mey generals filed 47
lawsuits against 25 travel agen-
cies accused of similardeceitful
practices.
The allegations stem
from a sting operation identi-
fled as "Operation Trip Trap."
Unfortunately, this is not the
first investigation for the FTC.
In 1997 "Operation Trip Up"
was launched in part by the
quickly growing number of
college students and elderly
people who became victims of
package-tour sales.
In 1997 alone, the pack-
age-tour industry generated
revenues over $10 billion.
''This is very common
and not a new occurrence,"
,says Bob Harmon, owner of
Harmon Travel, in business for
over 40 years. ''This happens
everywhere."
Sales pitches which con-
ceal' facts such as restrictions
on dates of travel, pressure to
decide quickly, combination
packages including air fare,
hotel accommodations and
lodgings are where travelers
find themselves getting
burned.
Among the companies
facing lawsuits: American
International Travel Services,
Inc., a Deerfield, Florida cor-
poration, Island Tours Inc. of
Fountain Valley and Surf and
Sun Tours of Phoenix, Ari-
zona.
The charges stem from
spring break tours tainted by
tardy departures, last-minute
changes in hotel accommoda-
tions and misrepresented vaca-
tion packages.
AIT in particular got hit
with a second lawsuit
The charges stem
from spring
break tours
tainted by tardy
departures, last-
minute changes
in hotel accom-
modations and
misrepresented
vacation pack-
ages.
''The FTC has never
cracked down on Idaho. We
have become victims, rather
than perpetrators;' says Nora
Carpenter, the director of
Boise's Better Business Bureau.
. Even though the 20
companies the FTC targeted all
operate outside Idaho, this
does not leave us in the clear.
''Idaho is a primary tar-
get," says Carpenter.
The American Society of
Travel Agents (ASTA) and the
U.S. Tour Operators Associa-
tion (USTOA) are self-policed
consumer protection pro-
grams.'
A quick way to scale a
company's reliabilityis to check
with the USTOA in New York
City, (212) 599-6599 or the
ASTA in Alexandria, Virginia
(800) 275-2782.
Carpenter hopes that
while planning their next New
Year's rendezvous or spring
break get-away, students don't
allow themselves to become
victims of fraud.
She recommends asking
around for references from
trustworthy individuals and
checking the company's history
and reliability.
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Freshman 15- myth or fat?
news writer
It's8:30 p.m. A couple fresh,men BSU perch on their
beds in Towers Hall, eyes glued
to their textbooks. Panic fills
the cramped room. Tomorrow
brings their first huge college
test and they have only read the
firsttenp~esofC~prerTwu
One student subconsciously
pops M&Ms in his mouth as he
turns the pages. Another
munches halfway through a
box of cookies. At 10 p.m. they
realize they skipped dinner and
order in a pepperoni pizza with
extra cheese. As one student
cracks open her second Coke,
she pauses and looks around
the room' at the empty Dorito
bag and candy wrappers. Sud-
':Simmons
-finallycomes out of
the fridge, pro-
claiming thathe's
always loved veg-
etables.
denly, a horrible image flashes
to mincI-:.-bulging thighs and
flabbyarmsl "No!" she thinks,
"I can't gain the dreaded
FRESHMAN IS!!"
This notion of putting
on weight the first year of col-
lege is something most stu-
dents have heard about Do
they really fear going home for
~giving a little smarter
but a lot ~r? Or does the
Freshman 15 merely embody
another urban myth?
Kimberly Gooch, a sen-
ior at BSU, doesn't think so.
She says she accumulated at
least 15 extra pounds after
moving out of her parents'
home. She attributes this to .
bad eating habits, especially late
night outings with friends to
fast food restaurants.
A transfer student from
Utah, April Croft, ~es. She
says grabbing junk food any-
time causes problems. Croft
estimates she took on between
five and ten pounds during her
freshman year. blechins. Senior Cory Dalos-
Looking at it from a male said he believes people gener-
ally think of women when theyperspective, sophomore tennis
hear about Freshman 15. Asplayer Jeff Olson says the
Freshman 15 notion is certainly student Randy Tester walked
. out of the Table Rock Cafenot a myth. He says stress plays
after lunch one afternoon, hea large part in weight gain.
made a similar comment.Olson also acknowledges
Tester says he has seen major"everybody is drinking more
beer than they ever have in weight gains at the U of lover
the last few years. However, hetheir lives." ,. .
';"'. '. comments, 'It seems like ItSome think alcohol con-.., ..
. . . . " .. ha s rflb :with' ;;';~1s."
tributes to an Increase l1}J)(xly. ppen '?1:'",. ~
. "" hm C .''':al','.., . Another tennis player,fat. I. Pres an' 'ryst ..r- .' ~\...... . • .
Ma.., tth" :claiffis the onl ,. Gabe Coren believes that guys
ews ....};' pe,o- don' .. d . . littl fa
h·:..' etuall' .... '. ...•• on t min stonng a e t,plew 0 a y gam excessive . . .....
f . ht "th bl . .''Most freshmen guys want tqamountso WeJg raee: e Jg . <, "
"ers." She doesn't think be bJgger. '''~.:::
pam . Whether unhealthy food,she'll accumulate the dreaded . ,
. 5 BSU this ear. stress or alcohol cause weight
1 at yo • '.... harmful fa th bodMaybe only female stu- gam, 1LS , , r e .y.
den fear tbelli 'd d However, It IS possible to stayts po es an ou- .
fit in college. Weight Watchers
International says· food educa-
tion helps in avoiding extra
pounds. They advise college
students to eat" selectively and
strategically."
Freshmen Kara Maskew
and Holly Goulding do worry
about fighting 'the battle of the
bulge' in college. They say they
watch what they eat and
recently began working out
''I don't want to go home
and have people say, 'She hit
her 15 or 30;" Goulding says,
A cook at Table Rock
Cafe, Dan Trefethen points out
that the cafeteria had posted
nutritional values of their
foods in the past but he says
now they create a master menu.
The main dinners contain suf-
ficient amounts from each
food group, including two
starches. Trefethen also adds
that they always provide a veg-
etarian meal.' He understands
why college freshmen could
gain weight eating at Table
Rock, though.
"It's nor self-serve, but
students can come back as
much as they want. They can
have as much ice cream and
soda pop as they want, for the
same price," he notes.
Richard SJrn-
mons prays to the'
fridge gods for a
new workout outfit.
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Banned, burned and otherwise obscured:
hassles in the lives of books
(Sean Hayes . :w
~ \: news wri~)
Censorship and its effectson society are a few of
the issues presented in a small
and low-key exhibit currently on
display at the BSU Albertson's
Library. The exhibit, called
"Burning Issues," runs through
Oct 15 on the second floor and
e.xtplores book censorship both
across the country and locally
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Idaho and its BSU
chapter have sponsored the
event.
The spirit of the exhibit
appears well-embodied in a
quote on display by Clare Booth
Luce: "Censorship, like charity
should. begin at home," Luce
says, "but unlike charity should
end there."
Along with frequently
objected tides such as The
Catcher in the ~'C and the col-
lected works of young adult
author Judy Blume are the
books Where! IValdo and the
American Heritage Dictionary. A
school board in Anchorage,
Alaska objected to definitions of
such so-called "dirty words" as
"tail,". "balI," and "nut" in the
American Heritage Dictionary.
Another school board in Mis-
souri objected to the number of
"four letter words" defined in
the. dictionary. One Missouri
citizen reacted to the censorship
stating, "I think if a kid uses a
dictionary that's a good sign. .He
knows that the dictionary has
words like 'love,' 'affection' and
'honesty' too." .
Censorship issues carne
to the front of public awareness
in Idaho earlier this year with a
disagreement over the place-
ment of two children's books
dealing with homosexuality at
the Nampa Library. During the
height of the. controversy. the
Idaho Press Tribune ran a photo
under its headline. The picture
showed the questionable book,
Dadtfy} Roomfnate, poised precar-
iously over a little boy reading in
the background. The picture "-
was meant to show, according to ~
the caption, where the book ClI
would be placed in the library ~
c
and who might stumble across ~
it The style of the photo held .5
another implication altogether; ::
,Q
as if the book would leap out 9
Q
and strangle the boy. if
In the July 9, 1999 Idaho
Press Tribllne, library patron Joe
Garner compared the library's
decision to make the books
available to children to placing.
"a minefield in a public park."
"I wonder how many par-
ents would feel safe with their
kids out there?" Garner asked.
A·similar outcry has
touched off debate in Idaho this
month over the PBS documen-
tary Jt} Elementary. Both the
books and the documentary
center around teaching children
about gay and lesbian issues.
Both have infuriated some
members of the public by
allegedly "promoting a homo-
sexual agenda" using public
funds, according to opponents.
At Albertson's Library
controversial materials such as
The Anarchist .Cookbook and'
11adonna~ S~ have been
placed on permanent library
reserve, for use of any patron
within the library for a few
hours at a time, because they are
frequendy stolen or defaced
The two children's books
at the center of the Nampa
library debate, Dadtfy} Roommate
and Heather Has Two Mommies
remain available in the children's
book section. The documentary
Jt} Elementary is currendy on
order.
Paul Budge, an assistant in
the cataloguing department. of
Albertson's librarY. says that the.
Controversial Arbiter featured at censorship display in library.
reason for having controversial
material present in any library's
collection is the same, " ...So
that the patrons can access it
and "make up their own minds."
The ACLU exhibit points.
out that often censorship is
more subtle than the heated
debates connected with the
Nampa library and Idaho Pub-
lic .Television. Sometimes
libraries simply do not order
controversial materials, and
patrons have been known to
move, steal or destroy objec-
tionable publications on their
own. Budge remembers only
one specific instance in which a
patron tried to have material
removed from circulation.
"Almost ten years ago, some
woman went on a campaign to
get [gay and lesbian news mag-
aline] The Ad/lOClJle removed
from our shelves. She went so
far as to complain to the univer-
sity president at the time." Her
"request, however, was turned
down. Today, the library sub-
scribes to several gay-themed
periodicals and includes shelves
full of' materials of interest to
gay and lesbian students.
Alongside material such
as Heather Has Two Mommies,
Albertson's library carries Adolf
Hider's Mein Kampj The library
also contains newsletters and
periodicals that represent white
supremacist points of view,.
such .as the Aryan Nation's
magazine Calling Our Nation.
Budge says these points of view
are important for concerned cit-
izens keeping tabs on groups
such as these. ''It's when we're
not paying attention that
tragedies like the Oklahoma
City Bombing can take place."
Convicted Oklahoma
City bomber Timothy 11cVeigh
was carrying a copy of the
novel The. Turner Diaries at the
time of the explosion. The
shooters at Columbine High
last April were believed to have
downloaded bomb nuUcing
instructions from the Internet;
the same instructions might. be
found in books like The Anar-
chist Cookbook.
Often censorship occurs
. in less obvious cases, Young
adult and children's books fall
under' particular scrutiny
because they are geared toward
young people. Whm} Waldoby
Martin Handford was banned
,by one school district when a
teacher, looking for Waldo, dis-
covered instead a tiny illustra-
tion of a topless sunbather.
The children's book Hal-
loween ABC by Eve Merriam,
according to one school district,
"promotes Satanism, murder
and suicide." Young adult
authors Robert Cormier and
Judy Blume are often criticized
for dealing openly with issues
such as masturbation and sex.
Blume's novel A~ roll There
Go£4 If} Me Ma'lfZ~1, was criti-
cized as being ''built around just
two themes: sex and anti-Chris-
tian behavior." Her novel For-
ewrcontains the immortal girls'
slumber party chant, ''We must,
we must, we must increase our
bust"
BSU students are invited
to decide for themselves where
they stand on the issue of cen-
sorship. The exhibitis located
in the display windows of the
Cecil D. Andrus and Frank
Church rooms. It's free and
open for viewing during all reg-
ular library hours. Parts of the
traveling exhibitionwiII also go
on display at locations around
town including the. Idaho State
Library, the Log Cabin Literary
Center, the Blues Bouquet and
Spanky's.
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Ne\\T program offers help, for women in need
tance of personal exploration,
identifying strengths, time man-
agement, goal setting, exploring
values, setting priorities, identi-
fying transferable skills, creating
a support group and develop-
ing an action plan,
Individual assessment
and work place basics will also
receive attention. Participants
will learn how to create a
resume, interview effectively
and search for-jobs.
The \\'omen in Technol-
oj.,')' center also assists women
in finding career directions they
would like to follow.
Jane Duke, coordinator
of the program, hopes that.
participants will experience an
increase in self esteem, a sense
that their situation.is common
and a postive attitude that will
carry them successfully into the
workplace.
Women enrolled in the
program often serve as the sole
economic providers for their
news writer
Later this month the Cen-ter of New Directions at
Boise State will assist transi-
tional female students in gain-
ing new opportunities. The
Women in Technology pro-
gram was designed to provide
single parents, pregnant women
and displaced homemakers
with the opportunity to master
the expertise needed to succeed
in rodays work place. The main
goals of the program arc to
provide training on basic com-
puter applications and to show
different options available for
career choices.
According to Tori Beau-
clair, a counselor for the center,
participants will "upgrade or
get skills either to get into the
'o\'( .rkplace or go to school."
The program's counselors
focus on many issues .while
helping to open possibilities for
women. They teach the impor-
Student Bevinjones, working in the Chemistry Computer lab.
family. Often participants, rang-
ing in age from 18 up, are single
parents and recent divorcees.
This program is designed to
help women achieve success
through careers providing'
higher paychecks and advance-
ment opportunities.
The Women in Technol-
. ogy program will begin Sept. 27
and run through Oct. 28, Mon-
day-Thursday. Sessions take
place in Boise at the Center for
New Directions, and at the
Canyon County Center in
Nampa.
Participantsshouldenrer
with a determination in mind
to establish a career track and
increase their incomes, aceoed-
ing to counselors at the center.
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Creative thinkers and cop enthusiasts
offered master's degrees .
News Writerr·his 'mrBSU introducedtwo new post-graduate
degree programs. Graduate
students can now choose a
~er of Arts in criminal jus-
tice administration or a Master
of Fine Arts in creative writing
from BSU's list of over 30
master's degrees.
The MA in criminal jus-
tice administration is a 36-
credit program. Twelve
students have already been
accepted, according to Andrew
Giacornazzi, director of gradu-
ate studies for the Department
of Criminal Justice.
~~Theprogram.
borroWs heavily
from a number
and variety of
disciplines," says
Giacomazzi. ~~We
have students
with traditional
psychology,
political science,
as well as crimi-
nal justice back-
grounds."
'The program borrows
heavily from a number and
variety of disciplines," says
Giacomazzi. ''We have stu-
dents with traditional psychol-
ogy, political science, as well as
criminal justice backgrounds."
In addition, some stu-
dents enrolled in the program
already function in the criminal
justice system as. juvenile pro-
bation officers, juvenile correc-
tions officers and police
officers.
The program's curricula
is organized into three consec-
utive sections-the founda-
tion, seminar, and capstone
series. A candidate must com-
plete 12 of 36 credits from
four core classes that comprise
the foundation series: Crime
and Criminal Justice (CJA
501), Organization and Man-
agement of Criminal Justice
(CJA 502), Criminal Justice
Research (CJA 503), and Sta-
tistics for Criminal Justice
(CJA 504). ..
Having completed the
foundation series, a student
must then earn nine additional
credits from the program's
seminar series, a group of ten
classes designed to focus on
substantive areas in criminal
justice.
Topics include law and
social control, gender and jus-
tice, juvenile justice, and theo-
ries of crime, an integration of
scientific and social theories
that examine criminal motiva-
tion and behavior.
The capstone series and
a thesis project conclude the
degree program by' giving the
student an opportunity to
apply the skills learned in the
foundation and seminar
courses. A student must com-
plete six credits from this
series,much of which are ded-
icated to evaluating the appli-
cations of Idaho state policy
and criminal law.
The .MFA program in
creative writing is headed by
writer Robert Olmstead.
Demand for his new program
became evident in writing
workshops that pack class-
rooms, 29 students at 28 desks
for his Tuesday night E 206
class.·
"These kids want these
classes," saysOlmstead. '1u 10
o'clock, after three hours,
they're still excited to discuss
writing."
"These kids
want these
classes," says
Olmstead. ~~At10
0'clock, after
three hours,
they're still
excited to discuss
writing."
The program has
accepted five students so far,
each of whom Olmstead says
would stack up against "any
five writers at any five writing
programs in the country." BSU
and Boise enjoy a large pool of
talented writers, Olmstead·
adds, and the MFA program
provides a formalized process
for writers who need a devel-
opmental environment
In addition to Olmstead,
the 48-credit program's faculty
includes novelist Mitch
Wieland and poet Janet
Holmes.
Candidates for the pro-
gram must choose a degree-
track of fiction, poetry or
non-fiction.
The MFA offers a termi-
nal degree that qualifies the
writer to teach literature and
writing on a collegiate. level.
For writers seeking such quali-
fications the program provides
course work on the forms,
theory and teaching of cre-
ative writing, as well as class-
room training and experience.
The program also pub-
lishes two literary journals.
Idaho Retiew represents a
chance for students to work
on a national literat')~journal,
whether as a graduate assistant
or through course credit or
internship.
Another publication,
Cold Dnil, run entirely by MFA
students, encourages extensive
experience in designing, man-
aging and editing a literary
magazine.
Students can also gain
editing experience working
with .Absahta Press, a natio~
recognized publisher of
poetr)' Established in 1974, it
publishes. up to three volumes
each academic year.
The English depart-
ment's book arts program
offers additional opportunities
in design and publishing
For more information
on either the MA in criminal
justice or the i\1FA in creative
writing, link to their web sites
off the BSU main page at
www.boisestate.edu.
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Club·Board
* Philosophy Cub meets Thursdays at 7 p.rn. at Lucky 13, 1602N.
13.
* Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies for Diversity
(BGLAD) meets every Thursday at 7 p.rn. in the Student Union.
* Campus Ministry meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Bibli-
cal Studies Center at 1025 Belmont.
* .Criminal Justice Association meets on the first Wednesday
and third Thursday of evel)' month .at 4:45 p.m. in the Alexander
Room in the Student Union Building.
* The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Wednes-
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Fnl;JJ~1.
* The Latter-Day Saints Student Association meets Fridays at
7 a.m. at the LOS Instirure,
* Le Club Francais meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the l;ly~ng
M Coffeehouse, 500 \'';: Idaho. '.
* Organizacion de Estudiantes Latino-Americanos (OELA)
meets \\hlnesdays at 4:30 p.m. in the Student Union.
* Physical Education Majors Club meets Thursdays at 7 a.rnin
the Gym, room 119.
.* Pi Kappa Delta (Forensic) rneets every Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Communication building, room 226.
* Lectures Board meets Sept. 15 at 5:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Building and Sept. 17 at 3 p.m.
* Saint Paul's Catholic Student Group meets the first Monday of
every month at 6:30 p.m. at the St. Paul's Center on University Drive.
* Towers Hall Government meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
Study Lounge in Towers Hall.
* Young Life 101meets everyTuesday at 7:30 in the Lookout Room
of the Student Union.
The Boise State Den-
tal Assisting Program in the
Sellan D. College of Applied
Technology has earned accred-
itation from the Commission
on Dental Accreditation and
has been granted the status of
"approval without reporting
requirements."
The next site visit for the
program .is--scheduled during
2005.
. The commission on
Dental Accreditation is a spe-
cialized accrediting body recog-
nized by the United States
Department of Education.
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The Construction
Management Association
(CMA) at Boise State has
taken first place in two out of
three national student competi-
tions sponsored by the Associ-
ated General Contractors of
America (AGe)
CMA won both, the
Community Service and the
Campus Activities awards. The
prizes will be presented at the
national _AGC mid-year con-
vention in Chicago on Oct. 1.
"The excellence of our
students has again. been con-
firmed on a national scale,"says
Marv Gabert, construction
management professor and.the
group's faculty co-adviser.
Charles Gains, the other fac-
ulty co-adviser, and members
of CMA will travel to Chicago
to accept the award.
The Boise State chapter
captured its most recent recog-
nition through hours of chap-
ter, campus and community
service.
One of the projects for
which CMA was honored by
AGe was its involvement this
spring in work done at the
World Center for Birds of
Prey south of Boise.
The students volun-
teered more than 170 hours,
helping contractors remodel
and convert an open-air gazebo
into an office.They dug out the
area for the foundation and
then formed and poured the
concrete.
Several of the award-
winning projects were led by
former CMA president Steve
Sprague, who graduated from
the construction management
program in May.
CUrrent CMA president
Jessee Rosin took the lead in
preparing CMA's awards pro-
posal
'The judges took partic-
ular interest. in how well the
students prepared their award.
proposal," said Gains.
Construction manage-
ment at Boise State is an
accredited bachelor of science
degree program.
It first began at BSU in
1979, and crvIA has repeatedly
won national awards since that
time, including two consecu-
tive first-place awards in Out-
standing. Student Chapter in
1993 and 1994.
The group's members
consist. of construction man-
agement majors at Boise State.
Members not only attend engi-
neering and construction
classes and complete general
university requirements, but
dedicate hours of volunteer
work to the extracurricular
club. CMf\. currendy has about
30 members.
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This week's
episode:
You can: be the best ,
You can beat the rest,
Enter and win,
Dale 'n' Ira's poetry
contest.
Well, we bid you a happy
Wednesday, unless of course ,
,your parents are twins. Then it's
Ga-da-blah-gume-dar-wec-
wee-Peanut Butter ,
marsssssshel Wednesday.
In case you don't know
us, and' why would you, we'd
like to introduce ourselves. I'm
Ira, can-can dancer, doo-doo
scooper, hurter of feelings and
future fortune teller.
I'm Dale.
If you noticed in last
week's Arbiter, they are offering
to print student poetry, even if
it stinks, doesn't rhyme or pro-
voke any' thought, laughter or
interest. We like the idea of
"anyone who wants can be in
print." Hell, it's what brought us
here today. However, we
believe the stakes aren't high
enough-it has to be a compe-
tition, a virtual crap, shoot of
prosaic proportions I So, in the
interest of rampant competi-
tiveness, we're going to hold
our own poetry contest for you
, all to enter, with a prize (not yet
determined but guaranteed to
be worth under five bucks and
over five cents). We aren't going
to just throw this massive stress
upon your already weakened
shoulders though; we offer
some examplesof how poems
should be written, and how we
plan to judge them. We sent
out, not too long ago, a secret
notice of the contest to many'
affluent people in our society,
and will now use the space pro-
vided below to tempt your
poetry taste buds with tantaliz-
ing tales and meaty morsels of
pure poetic genius. So, all you
out there, and poets alike, if
you are reading this, take it as
example for your assurance of
winning our prize ...
We aren't going,
to just throw this
massive stress
upon your
already weak-
ened shoulders
.though; we offer
some examples of
'how poems
,should be writ-
ten, and how we
plan to judge
them.
Entr.y # 1. A, poem by
Helen Chenoweth, congress-
MAN, statesman, woman.
Opus #3
By H.C. Weth
The man with dark skin
stands on the comer,
Is he legal, or is he a for-
eigner?
I'm tired of seeing these
caramel dudes.
I bet his coat is stuffed
with stolen goods.
He should really move to
a warmer climate.
He'd be happier and our
state would have less debt.
Idaho is cold, frigid and
barren,
Much like me and my sis-
ter Sharon.
Oh, to be a woman in
power,
I'd make grand changes
by the hour.
Imiss my dead PUpP}'
We give this poem a solid
7.5 out of 10 for originality,
brevity, imagery and overall
great rhyming schemes.
Entr.y # 2. A poem by
Charles Ruch, BSU president,
denture wearer, gardener.
Purple Daisies
By C. Ruch
Students come and stu-
dent go. '
like purple, daisies in the
snmy.
We give this poem a 9.2
out of 10. Its brief nature
embodies its excellence.
Besides, we both shed a tear.
Entr.y #3. A haiku by
J.R Simplot, entrepreneur, pil-
lar of the community, sub-
, scriber to EfJ!Y Rider.
My Potato
By.J.R. Simplot.
little tater in
The ground, sing to me
like you
Sang to my mother
We give this poem a 3.2
because we don't want him to
win our prize. He has enough
money already
Entry #4. A group
effort poem by the Idaho Fam-
ily Forum.
Gayngerous
Stubble to stubble and
breast to breast.
When will it all come to a
rest?
We know it's wrong, it
says so in the Bible
God's way is right! We'll
sue you for libel!
You damage our kids
with your vile gayness
Telling the stories of
your lustful ... parts.
Your deed to love and be
kind to your neighbor,
But the N is not a G, he's
not your gayhbor.
Follow and take advice
from us,
Love every one, there
will be no fuss.
We failed to rate this
poem due to its being incredi-
bly stupid. But, if we had to
we'd give it a 2.
At any rate, now you
have a better idea of what we
expect here. So we'll be check-
ing our mail boxes for your
entries, Don't feel afraid to go
out on a limb folks! But, please,
keep it tasteful and dean, not
like].R SimpIot! Byeya!
WIsdom
Nuget: ..., ,
~~Whenthere
wastto meat,·
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~ot See noevil, do noevil
Lesleigh Owen
Columnist
Iremember a time when theonly gay people I knew
included Elton John and that
kid whose underwear the jocks
hoisted up t11Ctlam)()le~Now it
seems I can't stroll into a coffee
shop, switch on the rube or
swing h~'a Iamily reunion \\ ;th-
out getting smacked in the face
with another gaping closet
door.
,.rremembet a-time when
gaf~ t~.L'\"ision char.<lCt<;.r:::'roles
'1~n'r~b:cloped bey,Q.lla!1ranC-
ing on ~Cn:l'I1,prm'iding brief
moments ;j(, SiQmic relief and
disappeari~~b&fore we had the
chance tc;:;"'ask ourselves too
many questions. Since then,
ladies and gentlemen, this wily
group of women and men has
managed to insert bray charac-
ters and issues into almost
every media genre.
Tinky \X'inky's purse, I'm
sorry to say, represents merely
t11etip of a massive iceberg that
lies on a collision course wit1l
the Titanic of morality.
Oh, I watched that
shameless recruiting film. Its
E/eIIll'IIk/!J" t1ley called it, per-
haps implying that learning "G-
A-Y" and '~\C/DC" rivals t1le
ease of cllanting one's ABCs.
"\X'hat arc stereotypes?" one
teacller, probably substituting
this discussion for some practi-
cal lesson on integers, asked his
classroom. In a shameless ploy
for empathy, he then had them
list the ways in which those and
other stereotypes had affected
their lives.
The film even recruited a
Quaker school to speak on
behalf of lesbians and gays.
With openly gay teachers,
recognition of Gay Pride Day
and honoring the pink triangle
as a symbol of triumph over
tragedy, the school bore the
distinctive stench of a lavender
garden.
One child, who thought
f.'liry tales' obsession with het-
erosexual rnatchrnakin is-
""'~"criminated agaitl~(Ait) n
and tots from ~aYl :
.,;;' ... ' ... -iil"
\tcvel:Jlild the gall to suggest
t'.'a.,cbjr1g,~uch stories using gay,. " I~aersas well. "Why don't
1~1)
two'princesses go to the ball
and fall in love?" she asks. Oh,
come now; \'\C'd never ti,L,rure
out to whom the glass slipper
belonged, and then where
would we be?
I have just one question
for the film's producers: who
invited them to drill holes itl
om children's heads and let
alternative perspectives trickle
itl like light into a musty room?
Tinky Winky's
purse, I'm sorry
to say, repre-
sents merely the
tip of a massive
iceberg that lies
on a collision
. course with the
Titanic of moral-
ity.
That dirty film ought to
find its way into the back of
some dank film archive, never
again to illunlinate the family
rooms of thousands of Ida-
11Oans. I found only one
,moment of peace during the
hom spent digesting the docu-
mentary. Just before its airing
Karen McGee of the State
Board of Education, with her
spritzed blonde hair and
mauve-frosted !,ips, appeared
for three reassuring minutes.
Her one hundred eighty sec-
'~
onds U!t1uded disclaiming and
'::~' ,
'il~~~ every decent parent
..lI;~ti~~following piece i)f
~~t~'rectual pornography would
never grace ,a .single Idaho
classroom. Such words of
comfort allowed me to com-
forrably view the entire film,
secure in the knowledge that
nary a curious child could ever
do the same.
For her grand finale Ms.
McGee warned viewers that
t11Cdocumentary "is not for
children" and that "Viewer dis-
cretion is advised." My only
advice to Ms. McGee and the
State Board of Ed.: next time
(God forbid) a similar f1lm
slithers irs way onto public tele-
vision try to have it rated "TV-
MA," so parents \\~dl V-Chips
can ensme dleir children's insu-
lation from SUcll tasteless edu-
cational morscls.
(Incidentally, a friend of
mine t1l0ught dlat any.agency
\\~th a nanle that included t11C
word, "education" ought to
concern itself \vith educating
our youngsters rather than
writing speeches disclaiming
educational films. Hmm. Oh
hell, she's probably a lesbian
anyway.)
After suffering through
an hour of radical displays of
our youngsters' social savvy,
I'm still unsmc why some peo-
ple think We ought to integrate
"Homosexual Studies" into
our curricuIwn. After all, do we
teach "Straightness lOI"? Oh, I
know some people argue that
by not teaching diversity am
educators do indeed tutor our
children in "White, Straight,
Maleness 101." Well, "boo
hoo;" some items like courtesy,
Brooks Brothers oxfords, the
name 'John"·and a white, her-
erosexual curriculum never go
out of style.
Our chfldrens'
experiences
should remain as
pristine as the
soft-focused
memories of our
own childhoods.
What better way
to vicariously
grab a slice' of
the good or days
than by insulat-
ing. the fntit of
our loins from
taxes, traffic
jams and civil '
rights violations?
Aside from our teachers'
,responsibility to teach our clUl-
dren dle perennial favorites,
they should also honor our
desire to keep om children pro-
tected from all t1le adult deci-
siems dlat make om lives so
complicated. Our childrens'
experiences should remain as
pristine and carefree as the
soft-focused mel~ories of our
own chiIdho~ better
way to vicariously grab a slice
of the good 01' days dlan by
insulating the fruit of our loins
from taxes, traffic jams at;Jdcivil
rights violations?
Now, the documentary
argued throughout, what's a
child to do when she or he
hears constant and, derogatory
references to homosexuality
seeping out from playgrounds,
bus lines and· locker rooms?
These misled liberals fail to ask
themselves just how these c1ul-
dren learned such words. Had
everyone heeded my pearls of
wisdom from the beginning, ,
these kids wouldn't even know
what "gay" meant, let alone
how to torment someone with
the term!
Therein, my children,
'lies the solution: ignorance. As
everyone knows, an expansive
education merely highlights
students' ib'l1orance, prompt-
ing them to continue educating
themselves throughour their
lives. The absence elf knowl-
'edge raises no questions, ele-
vates no issues, inflicts no
intellecnlal tension. A child
who has never before heard
the term "homosexual" can-
not use it to hann' another.
Simplicity at its finest.
Of course, placing om
children on SUclla strict mental
diet may prove a little difficult
at first. It involves close moni-
toring of tllett every television
shmv, movie, book,' maf.,ra7.ine
and social interlude. No more
Melissa' Edleridge or Ricky
Martin, no more all-girl SIWll-
ber parties, cert'linly no more
cohabiting Bert and Ernie.
Those Biblical discussions of
David and Jonathan also smell
a pinch too sweet; :JCrter sate'
than sorry. With a little perse-
verance and a lot of earpllJb'S,
we'll make it through.
t'.Iy simple-ret-elegant
plan also solves the "lack of
gay and lesbian role models"
problem on which the docu-
mentary kept harping. Once
we've succeeded in eliminating
every trace of talk shows,
movies, artists, singers and TV
dramas and sitcoms from the
lives of· our children they'll
never even know what they're
missing. If ignorant of homo-
sexuality, our children will
never have. to debate the
media's omission of lesbians
and gays of color, never need
to wonder why they look so
forward to gym class, never
question lV's tiny ratio of les-
bian characters to gay, male
ones. You know the old saying:
"Least said, soonest mended."
As for those students
who feel it necessary to calI
others names, r suggest their
teachers rush them in for a'
drug test. Oh shoot, let's just
skip the testing and make
everyone watch an additional
ten hours per week of Enollgh is
Enollgh footage. Now that's the
\\\\\\\\
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kind of education worthy of
school, public and private
funds. Notice how Karen
McGee never took the time to
apply the nervous words "not
for children"· and "viewer dis-
cretion advised" to Uncle
Milties (and Mayor Coles) pet
project,
I just hope we're not too
late. I swear those kids on that
Chenoweth isari Idaho repre-
sentative, does that mean that
. alI Idahoans think the same as
she does? What a thought!
r understand the stereo-
types we have about fraternities
and sororities are p.p:tty well
documented, but' there are in
fact some positive attributes of
these types of organizations.
Tbe JOllrnal of Applied COnJllluni·
catioIlResemrh'~hUnsthat fm-
ren:uti~'and-sororities fulfllI..
truUiyo( the ~eeds of college
(..._------~.~C_,
film used words I didn't learn
until my sophomore year in
college, such as "stereotype,"
"diversity," "discrimination"
and "open-minded." One
child, no more than seven years
old, even attempted to define
the latter term.
His definition sounded
something like: "being open-
minded is like when you like
one type of vegetable and
don't try another type because
. you think it won't taste good
even though you don't know if
it's bad or good."
I don't get it. I'm not a
vegetarian, myself Oh well.
Least said, soonest mended.
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beliefsGreeks hold about alco- have worked hard' to create .an
hoI (follnral of Shidies on AIcoIJo~ environment that is both invit-
Vol. 59:1:63-70, 1998).Criti- ing and educ:atiol1al.Personally
calIy,we need to ask what are I speak to both organizations,
the factors associated with the not as a member, but as a
high .numbers of binge friend. The Alpha .Chi's are
drinkers? . unique. They strive to make all
In order to better the their sisters the best they can
future of Greek organizations, be, even though it is tough at
we need to look to the leader- . times. They are close and
ship, pledges and alcohol reserved, but they are and
beliefs: are the leaders of. fra-alW'aysWill be sisters':The
tl:mitiesandso~~ti~proyid-: . "lGlppaSign1a'~;afBoiseState
ing . direction. . and have Changed in: so many po~i-
The Arbiter reserves the right toedit submissions
which will be published as space allows.
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Raitt, Browne, Hornsby and others band
together for upcoming Boise performance
Justin Endow
aGe editor
Next Tuesday five well-known artists will visit
the Idaho Center to offer fans
a wide spectrum of music,
from stylish country cross-
over songs to pieces reminis-
cent of 80's soft rock. And
rather thillicome out one at a
time and play old favorites,
Bonnie Raitt, Jackson
Browne, Bruce Hornsby,
Shawn Colvin and David
Lindley will work together in a
variety o( combinations of
performers and instrumenta-
tion.
/"
"The whole idea started
when we were doing acoustic
benefits together;' says Raitt.
"Last December, Jackson,
Bruce and I did some shows
for Hurricane Mitch relief
and a few days after we called
each other and said that it was
so much fun, we should really
try to take this out on tour. We
immediately thought to call
Shawn Colvin and David
Lindley to see if d1CY\vo;.ud
like to join up with the idea
that we would all be one
band."
_.~;
They've all worked
together on various projects
in the past, both on stage and
in the studio. Each of them
expressed their admiration for
one another, and things
clicked once they hit the stage.
"When I heard about
this bandI couldn't wait to go
see it," Colvin says. "Then I
realized I was in it. Now I
don't knmv what to do except
pinch myself'
Widl so many gifted
musicians on one stage, t'IDS
can expect some unique
arrangements and intriguing
collaborations. The group
continually seeks to explore
the diversity of their shared
musical landscape through
some of their favorite SOl1b'S,
past soJohits and surprising
covers.
Bonnie Raitt, Jackson
Browne, Bruce Hornsby,
Shawn Colvin and David
Lindley will perform at 7 p.m.
Sept. 21 at the Idaho Center
Amphitheatre, Tickets are
$42.50, $37.50 and $27.50 at
all Select-A-Seat outlets,
Bonnie Raitt to present stellar talents at Sept. 21 performance.
f.I--)r---" __ ~) -
Outside Providence delivers
laughs but no substance
aGe writer brother falls into the role of
caregiver for his sibling.The bad, news first: thenew Farrelly brothers' _
comedy Oil/side Proiidence is not
There} SO/IJe/hillgAboll/ Alary. But
this may not be such bad news
after all. I rs hard to find any
thing else wrong with this
movie,
Tim Dunphy (Shawn
Hatosy) is a regular boy, grow-
ing up in the 1970's, in the blue-
collar town of Pawtucket,
Rhode Island.
His strict, unsympathetic
father (Alec Baldwin) raises him
and his handicapped little
brother alone, but tile 'elder
A three-legged
dog, binge-
drinking parties
and the play
Hamlet combine
with hilarious
dialogue, guar-
anteeing 95 min-
utes of laughs.
.Thcrcs nothing special
.about Tim or his friends - in
a town without a future, they
experiment with drugs, watch
Shawn Hatosyand Amy Smart let their
hair grow out and'experiment with drugs ,
in Outside Providence.
the girls and let their hair grO\v.
But life changes after they crash
into a parked police car while
driving 1101nestoned from the
disco, and Tim's dad sends him
to the Cornwall Academy prep
school.
Separated from his'
friends and brother, Tim must
quickly learn how to, survive
under tile strict supervision of
Mr. Thunderburke, the dormi-
tory supervisor. No problem
for him-he easily finds
friends who are equally rebel-
lious against the authority of
tile school officials.
The almost too blonde,
beautiful and intelligent Jane
(Amy Smart) soon becomes his
girlfriend and she even rnan-.
ages to make him more' ambi-
'tious in school.
Naturally, problems
between them arise and
threaten their relationship.
Olltside Proudence touches
on numerous subjects, many of
them serious, but doesn't delve
deeply into any of them.
It deals with drug use in
a small town, the bond
between brothers -and Tim's
coping with his brother's dis-
ability. It deals with family con-
flict and Tim and Jane's
struggles to balance education,
growing up and having fun.
Ontside Protiden« recre-
ates the sense of rebellion
against authority, a more credi-
ble theme when set in the 70's.
. Going further into these
topics would have added an
extra dimension to the film and
evaded a wishy-washy ending,
but the Farrelly brothers still
come out strong with comedy.
A three-legged, dog,
binge-drinking parties and the
•
After debilitating accident, three-
legged dog lands star role in film.
play Hamiel combine with
hilarious dialogue, guarantee-
ing 95 minutes of laughs.
While the Farrelly broth-
ers tried and failed to make a
profouncr, more dramatic film
they have offered their fans
something worth taking in. ,
"",-
, ]apanesedrumming, SpecialEvei1tsCenter:
literature and foreign policy The films BmeKite and
are highlights of the-Asian The Df!)'lbe SunTliT'11edCoId
Studies conference featured will show at6 p.m. for free in
on campus this weekend. " the SPEC. BIlle Kite details
, Researchers plan to offer the turmoil', that the Chan
free, presentations o{Tai- family faced during the
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music seems refined like' an
older, more experienced group.
In the first track, "The
Courtesy Flush:' the Grand-
beat System brings it way
down, creating a dark, moody,
and almost mysterious rhythm,
relyingheavilyon bass and gui-
tar play. It works. The 10-
minute song exhibits great
instrumentals peppered with
just a few lyricalstanzas.
The powerful second
cut, "Villadom," opens slowly
with foregrounded drums and
cymbal plaj, and a rhythm gui-
tar sluggishlyand quietly whin-
ing in the background. I could
sense the piece building in
momentum and height.
(~-----_.
Within thirty seconds a
soulful lead guitar progresses
to front and center in a flurry,
and the song's energy mounts.
Myonly real
complaint about
this short CDis
just that: it does-
n't offer enough
tracks. The .
Grandbeat Sys-
temIeft me long-
ing for more.
Pulsating from low to
high, the short-lived rifts echo
similar guitar play from
another three-piece band, Sil-
verchair. These instrumentals
demonstrate the strength to
force any grunge rock or alter-
native fan to close their eyes,
drop their head, and enjoy the
musicians' talents.
Without notice, the
.track's energy immediately
backs off and a rnoany-voiced
singer gravelycomplements the
resuming and fams the song. "I
took the blame/and I'll take it
again/because no one ever
thought/ that I could grow like
this/ feel like this," and later,
"Stop and look/at what you've
done to your eyes/Is it just
another shade of you?"
The track vacillates
between these intense and
slower rhythms for more than
Sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shlrtl
Look for us from August 21·27 in the Bookstore or visit our local branch to take advantage of this offer.
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The Grandbeat
System
The Gmndbea: ~slefIJ
Rating: 9 of 10
The Grand beat System,
one of Boise's newest circuit
bands, has pumped out a self-
titled EP containing just three
tracks. This trio formed only
nine months ago, but their
Apply on the web
and getupt()·~I! ...of
FREE ·calling"~im.~,·
• Nq cr~~it history
required. ,
.J!!.I!!~,-y·lftl!!!~ 'YI,"'~'.
·wWW:gtac'ard.com;;,g-
~;:'~~~·~~or~~~~;j~.~ . te'i'£.iY!f~~
",~.,'."':1·8v88·591~7!iba
· -= of FREE calling
time just for applying.
l'- -, • Apply on the internet
and get an additional., = of FREEcalling
time when you make ..
your first purchase.(.= if you apply
by phone.)
• ,Ga.t a'=% rebate
towards calliri'g on
aU purchases.t,
six minutes.
The final cut, "E! Grillo
de Espana," fails to remotely
resemble the first two until
after a full minute.
At that point a recogniz-
able but fast-paced guitar takes
over, and the same voice
groans its way through this
song as well.
The beat remains steady
and charged and with more
pervasive vocals than the first
two tracks.
My only real complaint
about this short CD is just that:
it doesn't offer enough tracks.
The Grandbeat System left me
longing for more.
~ondoRagaSanaba
Kahil
Rating: 8 of 10
,
Local band MondoRa-
gaSamba's CD, Katsu, renders
such a .myriad of different
sounds that it fails to fit into
anyone musical classification.
Among others they incorpo-
rate folk, reggae, world beat,
middle eastern, far eastern,
classic rock and even modern
rock accents. A wide variety of
eccentric instruments provides
the framework for such unique
sounds.
Over the CD's course
one member plays the udu,
djembe, berimbau, dumbek,
kalimba, oud, itolele bata, and
afuche, all of which most pea-"
pie •will find difficult to pro-
nounce, much less know if
they should blow, strum or
pound. Combined with
- -acoustic guitars, electric violins
and mandolins, a new, unusual
sound is no stranger to any
part of any song.
The opening track
"Mondo -Samba" sets a prece-
dence of fast-paced tempos,
offsetting a collection of pow-
erful steel drums against subtle
shakers. Skillful mandolin play
accompanies as .the song's
internal action rises and falls
numerous times, something
that characterizes most of the
CD's other tracks. After a brief
pause and just when it seems
the "Mondo Samba" will end,
a final encore of slightly higher
intensity rounds out the track.
To review every
song on MondoR-
agaSamba's 13-
track CDwould
require an entire
Arbiter page but
it would almost
seem necessary
to give the band.
and their songs
just due.
"Etude for Udu and
Oud" begins with the gradual,
whiny vibrations of a Middle
Easternoud and advances
quickly into a what seems like a
piece from a faster classic rock
jam. This transition lasts
briefly, however, as the udu, a
Nigerian clay instrument
played by clapping the hands
and fingers over its two open-
ings, soon dornjnates. The
tempo increases, and listeners
abruptly find themselves in a
hearty, foot-stamping song
marked with heavy percussion.
To review every song on
MondoRagaSamba's 13-track
CD would require an entire
Arbiter page but it would
almost seem necessary to give
the band and their songs just
due.
Short of that, it's safe to
say each song offers a unique-
ness that can really only be
understood by listening.
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Kissmy glass: fiction by Boise State students
Haquel Shebley I looked into her face; Sarah Ward
she returned my gaze. No "'Ii Maril W·thexcerpt from 0 yn, 1
smiles were exchanged Her."Curiosity Killed the Love"eyes were almond shaped and
Kat" ofabrillmntgreen--shoclcing
In them, I could see that she
knew I was burning her every
detail into my memory and
that she approved. Her dark
brown curls, just past her
shoulders, blew away from her
face in the gentle breeze. As
she passed me, never looking
away, I noticed her mouth. I
don't know how I missed it
before. She wore lipstick (no
other makeup). the color of
pooled blood-dark, deep,
almost black. Then she was
As I stepped out of my
car, I saw the most stunning
woman I have ever laideyeson.
She was not what you'd call
beautiful in the traditional
sense-s-not a Marilyn Monroe
or Cindy Crawford. She was
exotic.
Her mouth
stayed with me
while I made
my purchases,
I'm not sure if it
was the volup-
tuous lips or the
color she wore
on them, but I
couldn't escape
thatflnal image.
I bought Bing
cherries;·' hate
cherries, just
because they
reminded me of
her.
Tall, very tall, at least six
one, Her perfectly sculpted
legs,a bit too long for her body
exposed by her short, brown
skirt that would have reached
almost to the knees of a
woman of average height, held
my gaze for a moment too
long. My eyes traveled up her
body.
Startlingly white--her
blouse with a plunging neck-
line.In the "V" her cleavagelay.
Not smashed together, but just
slightly parted so that I could
see she had the perfect breasts
common to very young
women. Olive skin--ltalian
maybe -glowing in the
autumn light
".
she felt sorry for him, one had
said. Of course she thought he
was cute, Women love a man in
uniform, another would
defend.
The autographed, red Michael's job kept him
lipstickimprint hung just below away during the evenings and
the taxidermy moose and deer though retired, Joseph stayed
heads. The scripted wriring busy out of the house during
read: To Joseph, Take me awq)\ . the day with various golf
sailor! IPitbLove, MariIYl1 Monroe. 'engagements and hunting tnps,
Michael's father obtained the
depending on tile season.
autographed cocktail napkin Father and son maintained the
while stationed in California
necessary amount of commu-
. many years ago. Although she
nication through notes on the
married Joe DiMaggio, Joseph dry-erase board Michael's
was convinced that Ms. Mon-
mother purchased just before
roe had been interested in giv- the big "C" took her away from
ing him more than just a them.
gone. napkin that night in the bar. It It was during one of
must've been my name, he the-Her mouth stayed with Michael's evening shifts that
orized,
me while I made my pur- Joseph decided to look for his
Michael often showedchases, I'm not sure if it was old fly fishing rodin the spare-
off the autographed napkin tothe voluptuous lips or the room closet He wanted _to
color she wore on them, but I his friends. They were fasci- repair the broken reel after
nated by the large, shapelycouldn't escape that final many years of procrastination.
image. I bought Bing cherries; imprint and tried to ignore the In its stead he found four
I hate cherries, just because stuffed heads surrounding it ,. fir: d I th Edi r' 'VIwomens WIgs stu re in e to s note: we
the}•reminded me of her. They often guessed, before lind Th b th . h di fi
~HU-" cy er case. ese must e reserve e ng t to e t or
work, about the circumstances
\Vhen I got back to the the wigs Helen purchased after correctness and typos. We
in which his father had receivedcar, I. froze. There, on the 00- chemotherapy, he thought, and also seek to maintain the
_J id . d h the prize. Your father isn't half hunted further to the back of .. at· f thvers SI eWIn ow,was er per- ongm intent 0 e
feet mouth ---{l pool of blood. the man DiMaggio· was. She the walk-in closet Joseph authors in all works.
She knew.I closed my eyes~d r:ga::ve=:him=:tha=t:na:p:kin:'=beca=us=e~r====================;-
saw. her again, Her 'legs, her
breasts, her shocking eyes.The
dark brown curls and, of
course, her mouth. The wel-
come sensation of goose
bumps rising overtook me and
when I opened my eyes, I was
pressed against the glass--my
lips in the place hers had been.
In the car, I flipped
down the vanity mirror. My
lips were painted in her color. I
patted my lipswith a tissue and
stared at it for a while. After
applying my standard earthen
color, I straightened my skirt
and drove home to my hus-
band, saving the tissue in my
purse.
tripped over something on the
floor and fell" bringing down
several winter coats and plaid
suit jackets in the process,
Light filtered into the slanted
back of the closet revealing a
- series of large, high-heeled
women's shoes on the floor.
When Michael arrived
home that night it was 3:30 in
the morning, Joseph was sit-
ting on his bed waiting for him.
Explanations and accusations
flew from both like rapid fire
until finally both remained
silent Joseph walked. out the
room and closed the door. The
next morning he went into
Michael's room and found the
bed made and .the closet
empty. When he walked into
the bathroom there was a red
~pstick imprint on the mirror.
The message said, 'To· Dad,
Take me (JJ I ani. With Love,
MichaeL"
Fishbowl still going strong! Check
out Eric's creation this week,
page 36.
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Big Sidewalk Sale
9/18
Dinette Sets
Microwaves for
only $19.95
3520 Chinden
GardenCity. Id 8371.4
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Utah Thunderbirds in Bronco
Stadium, 35-27 this past Satur-
day night.
BSU struggled through-
out the game, with the excep-
tion of the second quarter, to
get the ball into the end zone
against an opponent who did-
'n't receive much respect from
the fans in Boise prior to the
game.
"Southern Utah is a bet-
ter team than most people
thought they were," com-
mented BSU head coach Dirk
. Koetter.
"TIle bottom line is just
this: we won the game and
right now we are one and one.
We lost a game we were sup-
posed to lose (against UCLA).
We won the game we were
supposed to win. Now let's
start playing;"
The Broncos did just
that as showcased by senior
running-back/cornerback
Gavin Reed
As Coach Koetter
described. it, "Gavin told me
his goal was to come off the
field tired and I know he did
Boise State offense isn't quite cookin' yet
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Quarterback Bart Hendrtcks shows his stuff after booing from
the crowd.
He played a lot at comez He
ran hard at tailback. He
returned kickoffs for us. He
was on our punt team. So he'
got a lot of running in."
Reed had three tackles,
one for a loss of four yards
and six for 36 yards rushing.
But the junior QB frOm
Reno, Nev. did not look good
in the first quarter. After mak-
ing a poor decision, some of
the 25,060 fans in attendance
began to voice their displeasure
of Hendricks by letting out a
distinct "Boo".
He also gained 59 yards in
three kickoff returns.
Quarterback Bart Hen-
dricks was 13 for 23 passing
with one interception, caused
by a missed catch by a receiver.
Hendricks lofted two touch-
down passes and even ran one
in himself
..
sports writer
The Boise State offensemust have just made it
down to Pasadena to play
UCLA a week late because
they sure didn't show up for
the first quarter of the game
against Southern Utah, in
Boise.
··Southem Utah
is a better team
than most peo-
ple thought they
were," comented
BSUhead coach
Dirk Koetter.
As the second quarter
presented itself the sky began
to darken, the cross on Table
. Rock lit up above Bronco Sta-
dium, and the Bronco offense
finallyshowed up. BSU scored
28 points in the second quar-
ter. Coincidence-maybe? Or
perhaps not.
The Bronco Football
team beat out the Southern
BSUfootball fans violate'fashfon laws, celebrate thfsyear's
first victory over far less colorfullhunderbirds.
~'"
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"The audience members
weren't the only ones.who got
onhim early. I was right there
on him," added Koetter.
"I got on Bart the hard-
est I'veever got on him and I
give him credit, he came back
Mylana Martin·and Lisa Roggenbuck, both
of the BSU Kotokan Judo Club,. use their ancient
martial arts skills to prepare a Bronco booster
for battle.
in the second quarter and offense put the" Bronco
played very well. He probably defense into poor situations.
played his best quarter in a long . Twice the offense turned the
time. But one of these days we ball over in their own territory, .~
.Q
are going to have to play four which eventually led to two ~. .' ~quarters." Thunderbird touchdowns. l!::
Once again the BSU The defense allowed 325 [
""yards in total offense by SOU, ~
an improvement over last ]~ ~r' week's 401 yards given up to &!
<:> .
~ UCLA.
&? "I don't think you have
or~ seen the real Bronco defense
yet," assured senior safety Ross.
Farris.
~ Senior defensive line-
~ backer Bryan Johnson led the
~. way for the Bronco. defense
with 13 tackles and a blocked .
field goal.
Freshman free safety
Quintin Mikell added 11 tack-
les,proving that his 16 tackles a
week ago was not a fluke.
DuaneAyers, ASBSUElection Board chair, bal-
ances the flag on his otherwise occupied cranium.
Redshirt freshman
defensive tackle Tony Altieri
made his first start as a Bronco
and racked up six tackles, and
even blocked a punt in the sec-
ond quarter.
"The bottom line is that
awin is a win," said senior tight
end Dave Stachelski. ''We have
a big game next week against
Hawaii and we just have to
build on the fact that we won
this game."
BSU's next opponent,
the Rainbow Warriors, are just
5-29 since playing Boise State
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back in 1996, and have won
just their first game, this past
.weekend, since October 1997.
The Hawaii offensive
scheme uses a run and shoot
formation and could. prove
troublesome for BS.U.
When asked about all
the different styles of offense
that Boise State has seen this
year and has yet to face, Koet-
ter replied, "That's college .
football, baby.That's why peo-
ple like it The NFL plays the
same offense and the same
defense and that's what makes
college football the greatest
game there is."
While many people go
to Hawaii to relax, that will not
prove the case for Boise Sate
this weekend.
''You have a lot of fun
when you win. I don't know
anything more fun than win-
. ning a football game," said
Koetter .
"We're going to Hawaii
with the intention elf winning.
Whatever it takes to win that
game, that iswhat we are going
to do."
So much for their
chances of soaking up the rays
of Waikiki.But this year's foot-
ball squad - has faced much
adversity in the recent past and
has more to deal with in the
near future.
"It is a good time for us
to grow up," Koetter empha-
sized. "We might as well get it
done now. It's coming sooner
or later, and we are going to
have to grow up and play tour
quarters here before too lang."
Internet Services
Student Special!
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1 Email Account
5MB Space. for Web Pages
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$60
-
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Volleyball squad struggles in first home tourney
Josh Jordan
Boise State's volleyballteam hosted the Bronco
Invitational on Friday and Sat-
urday, with hopes of reversing
their early season slide. After
going 1-3 at the Washington
Invitational 'last weekend,
Boise State lost to Idaho State
13-15, 15-3,5-15, and 2-15, in
their home opener on Tues-
day.
The team entered this
weekend's tournament looking
to prove that their 1-4 record
was just a bump in the road,
and not a sign of things to
'6
I
I
come. Gonzaga, Northwest-
ern and Montana. joined the
Broncos for the weekend and
the table was set Two quick
wins, and BSU would get back
on track for their hopes of a
winning season and a confer-
ence championship. Unfortu-
nately the University of
Montana had other ideas.
After handily beating the
Broncos on Friday night the
Grizzlies went on to beat
, Gonzaga 15-6, 15-7, 11-15and
15-9 in the finals on Saturday. ,
Friday night's match
between Boise State and Mon-
, tana started off slowly for the
Broncos, with the Grizzlies
. " . ,: ....•.•... .. ... .
. (ClIssI~~cKnI~semUP~~c~~~)
jumping out to an early 8-1
lead, and going on to win the
first round 15-9. The pivotal
game two proved to be closer
than the first With Montana
taking a quick 9-4 lead, Boise
State fought back, forcing the
Griz into a time-out by reduc-
ing their advantage to one at
11-10, but Montana proved too
much for the Bronc<:>sas they
went on to win the game 15-12.
After starting the first
two games slowly BSU came
out ready to play in game three.
Boise State took an early 6-4
lead and traded points with
Montana until the Broncos·
rolled up 12-10. That's when
the LadyGriz smashed in three
straight points, ,taking a 13-12
advatnage, and it appeared as if
BSU might fold. But Tara
Brinkerhoff refused to con-
cede. The junior, outside hitter
from .'Mesa, Arizona provided
some much needed leadership
down the stretch and the Bron-
cos pulled out an exciting 16-14
triumph;
Faced with a must-win
situation, as they were in game
three, Boise' State got a chance
to show their moxie in game
four. Instead the Broncos
started out slowly, falling
, behind 9~3 and folding to the
more aggressive Montana
." ,
5 ladies 15-5 in their advance to
; the championship game.
~ Earlier in the evening
iii'
!!. Gonzaga squeaked out a gritty
~ 15-9, 12-15, 15-5, 8-15, 15-10
f win over Northwestern to
~move to Saturday's' champi-
~ onship game. Gonzaga repre-
~ sents BSU's lone vietoryfor the
season when the Broncos beat
them in three straightgames at
the Washington Invitational
tournament last weekend
At the end of the night
Saturday's games. were set, and
Boise State would be Watching
the championship game while '
they waited to play Northwest-
ern in the consolation match.
Montana had a relatively
All of a sudden
·the match that
looked like a
quick victory
for BSU,just one
game before,
now appeared
headed to a fifth
round. The
Broncos were
not going to let
that happen
though, as they
took advantage
ofsome costly
Northwestern
mistakes and
romped over
, them'15-1I•
easy time against Gonzaga"
beating them 15-6, 15-7, 11-15,
and 15-9 in the finals. Coach
Dick Scott credited their quick-
'ness at the net as a key in the
Grizzlies' dominating weekend.
"I think we surprised a lot of
people with our up-tempo
style" he said 'We caught a lot
of teams off guard." He also
pointed out the play of middle
blocker Kodi Taylor as a bright
spot in the tournament
With the championship,
game already decided the'
Broncos had to find a way to
get motivated for the consola-
tion game against Northwest-
ern. BSU clearly held on to,
hopes of winning the tourna-
ment, and losing •.in the first
round had to sting;As they did
the previous night Boise State
started out slowly and it
appeared they might just be
going through the motions as ,
they fell behind 5-1. Suddenly
the team seemed to fire up, and
All BigWest playerBeckyMeek
finally start;d to show her dom-
inance at the net With the team
riding the play of Meek and
senior Perrin Stitick,Boise State
went on a 9 to 2 run, gaining a
10-7 edge and cruising to a 15-
10 win. In game two BSU used
a 12-0 rally in winning handily
15-6. It looked as if the Bron-
cos would coast to a victory in
the consolation match but
Northwestern, taking advan-
tage of yet another slow
Bronco start, took a 10-2 lead
and won game three 15-8.
Boise State had trouble
getting started all weekend and
game four proved no different
with Northwestern holding an
8-3 lock. All of a sudden the
match that looked like a quick
victory for BSU, just one game
before, now appeared headed '
to a fifth round. The Broncos
were not going to let that hap-
pen though, as they took
advantage of some costly
Northwestern mistakes and
romped over them 15-11.
Despite the disappoint-
ing start the team showed some
promising signs over the week-
end Meek and Stitickstarted to
,,' .
play more aggressively and
sophomore setter Denise
Mullin looked more consistent
than she was, in Tuesday's
match against ISU. If these
players continue, to work well,
and the team uses its innate ath-
leticism, life can only improve.
Next the team travels east
to Ball State on Thursday
before going to Columbus for
the Ohio State Invitational this
weekend
!
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Bronco golfers place
fifth at Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate
Three rounds of consis-
tent golf helped the Boise State
men's team to a fifth place fin-
ish at the season opening
Rocky Mountain Intercolle-
giate in Laramie, Wyoming
early lastWeek.
.. The Broncos· shot
rounds of 286, 288 and 284 to
finish fifth of 14 teams at the
tournament. Host school
Wyoming won the tournament,.
beating Western Kentucky by
two strokes.
Senior Mickey Cereghino
was the low scorer of three
Broncos who finished in the
top 20. The Portland, Oregon
native finished ninth place, fir-
ing an even par 210, including a
three-under par 67 in Tuesday's
third and final roundSopho-
more Luke Sestero,who earned
medalist honors at last year's
Rocky Mountain intercoll~-
giate, finished tied for twelfth at
three-over par. Junior Adam
Martens also came in the top
20, with an eighteenth place
showing
.The Bronco golfers are
next in action on Sept. 17-19at
the Air Force Falcon Invita-
tional in Colorado Springs,Col-
orado.
Boise State set to join
WAC
Boise State University
could join the Western Athletic
Conference in time for next
fall's football season, if current
members Southern Methodist
University and Texas Christian
University accept an invitation
to join Conference USA.
If the two teams leave
the WAC as expected the con-
ferencewill expand, and its first
stop is Boise.
>-
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WAC commissioner
Karl Benson said last week
that Boise State stands at the
top of the ·list should the
league decide to expand.
Benson says an invita-
tion could be sent to Boise by
the end of the month.
He would want the
Broncos to ~gin competing in
all sports starting with the
2000-2001 season, meaning
this could signal Boise State's
final swing through the Big
West Conference.
Last week marked the
first time Benson has publicly
confirmed that Boise State
ranks at the top of his wish list,
and the first time BSU Athletic
Director Gene Bleymaier has
acknowledged that this could
represent the Broncos' final
season in the BigWest
Van Weerdhuizen
leaves basketball program
Boise State head men's
basketball coach Rod Jensen
last week announced that
Dustin Van Weerdhuizen
(LaCenter, WA) has left the
Bronco program for personal
reasons.
The 6'-5" guard would
have been a sophomore during
the 1999-2000 season. He
played in 23 games as a true
freshman in 1998-99,averaging
1.2 points and 0.9 rebounds in
just over six minutes of action
per game.
Van Weerdhuizen was
with the team in August during
its fivegame exhibition tour of
France, averaging 4.2 points
and 2.6 assists per game.
YOU stand out in a crowd
of 2,000 graduates?
c...
If you're planning for a high-tech computet career when you graduate,
Microsoft Certification will get you noticed. Register today for one of
ExccuTrain's free career seminars and Jearn how to become a MCp, MCSE,
MCSO. or MCOBA.
ExecuTraln career Night
Thursday, september 23
6:30 PM
call Kel at 327-0768 ext. 3006. NOW
ID
Pregnant?
and need help .•.
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
Bois~ Idaho 83702
•............•.•...........•. '..'..:: .•...
.'(; ,"
'.:: ·:.i,··
;':;':~\'
•
All help is confidentia'
and ,",e
"-800-550-4900
1101N.28th
342-1898
.~j------~).
HORRORSCOPE
LONE SIZE FITS. ALL!· )
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-
Jan. 19) Nervous breakdl:wn?
Try Spandex.
, .. . . J Aquarius: fJ:m. 20-Feh.Sometimes \'on lust lave .
reo sit down and make those 1K) The rush of holding your
own' surpasses the tluff of
passing like wind.
Pisces: Weh. lfJ-Mar.
2fl) rn comperiri- .n .yr ru never
know who will help yOll up the
I~dd{'r and who will shoot you
down . .Just a thought ....
Aries: (Mat. 21-Apr. 19)
t\n end of something is also a
beginning of something else,
unless you lise ./cll·O I~)r SllP-
port.
Taurus: (Apr, 20-I\lay
20) It's time tn fix that tattoo.
.Ncx: time usc less saliva and
mMC Crackerjack prize,
Gemini: (May 21-:1une
21) 1\ poem: The gentle flower
sways in tile morning breeze.
n~ws that
unpleasant phone Collis to the
psyche within.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept.
22) The stars say you're going
to have :1 great weeki Enjoy
it- it's your lasr.
Libra: (Sept. 2.1-( kt. 2.1)
(;'0 into the wild, find the
cl.ged bird. set your sO;lring
.tht .ughts free.
Scorpio: (Oct, 24-Nov.
21) f{OI1lJllKf' III "Tis hold the
kn hI n iur libidll, Yourquest is
1\' tindt he I,xk,
Sagittarius: (~o". 22-
Dec 21) Take chances, but
don't get clUght- tlll' fine for
sh~'phtilllg is stiff
All the
Fishbowl by Eric Ellis
The bees filter buzzing at case.
You were late for class again
this week, weren't you?
Cancer: (June 22-July.
22) Your high"".ty through life
will take you many places and
~1JUwill see many things, Keep
YOllr windshield clean, e ,
Leo: (luly 23-Aug. 22)
Ah, the breathlessness of
fresh, clean, warm sheets! This
week do your laundry for
erherical bliss.
fits, we printl
Lewinsky tries to shed
some pOlmds
She meets with personal
trainers and a consultant who helps
her plan weekly menus.
;\ spokesman forJennr Craig
says l.c\\insky is mOlil'akd and is
"progressing toward her goals,"
Jenny Craig is nl'W managing
weight loss for ~lonj<.~\Lewin'>ky.
The former White ~h)IL'ie
IIHerJJbas lx:cn a m<;mlx:r since C'.u:ly
'IllS ,ummel'.
..
Robbery woes
An Oregon leen<!b>eracdden-
mil}' locked himself in the trunk of
hiscar after allegedl)' robbing a bank.
Apparentl}' the )7-year old \I"anted
to usc his Inlllk 10 change his c10lhes
so he wouldn't be recogni;u'lJ. But he
had to call for help once he fmmd
hUn-elf stuck imide thl' hot trunk.
Th,· boy was rescued and then
arrested on charges of second
.lk-grl'c robbery by a police officer.
Porno phone book
Cybcrsurfcrs Sea.rCbll1g for
the White Hou:,e web page are get-
ring an eyeful of X-rated action. The
YCUtlW pagl'S 1;)[ the Cincinatti-arca
mispDllt:e<.lthe Imeroct addr.ess as
w-w-w-dor-whitehouse-dot-com,
whicht:lkt.:s user.s If) a porn site.
Phone book officials say they're so
used to Inrr::rnet addresses reading
dot-com that it looked right WhL'I1
the !xJOkwas pruofread. Ei!,rht hun-
dred thousand copies of the phone
book are already on thm way to c:us--
tomL'f5.
,Reidy to l.ive,L.ea,~!nciEarn in th,most
magicalplace on earth?'lGe? becomep~rt of the
,~,-' '1-. ~,' ; '\-./ ,:." • _,'
...Walt Disney.Y(orldC~I'8&tPrograrn.lts your
opportunit~ t~'s~end a'~~;ster makingfriends,
makjngmqic a~dm:akinga difference~.'
. >", ~
(::ilf~~;-";: •
"',~:_september 20, 1999
;/;:~:oopm
~;':'ti',:l=>:\.
St~aent UnionB,'dg.
)j~r.dan A
.~5r----...",)
Help Wanted
$$ MANAGE A BUSI-
NESS ON YOUR. CAM-
PUS$$
Versitycom, an Internet
notetaking company is looking
for an entrepreneurial student
to run our business on your
campus. Manage students,
make tons of money, excellent
opportunity! Apply online at
wwwversitycom, contact
Jobs@versity.com or call (743)
483-1600 ext. 888.
Stylist Wanted. Regis,
Boise Town Square lower level.
Come in to salon for applica-
tion or call 375-1333.
SHARI'S RESTURANT
Now hiring PIT & F/T
LINE COOKS. Variety, of
shifts & benefits available.
Starting wage $9.00 He Apply
at 852i \V, Franklin Rd. (near
Costco), 8121 Chinden Gar-
den City, 895 S. Progress
Meridian.
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students!
United Parcel Service
Employment
~
~U::efim·~
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-1745
Onth~ Web:
www.upsJobs.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
. Afflnnalive Actkin Employer •.
Services
•• •• •.M••M••
GOT -SOMETHIN' TO
SAY?I?
Make yourself": heard
with a classified ad! The
. Arbiter offers FREE classified
ad space for BSU students! Up
to 25 words, at no cost, for any
BSU students who want to
place a non-business classified
ad. Want to place an ad to
make a little extra money? No
problem, The Arbiter also
offers very reasonable prices
for business classified and dis-
play ads. So give us a call at
345-8204.
Need your pictures or
documents scanned? Please
call 362-5693, Judy or Paul for
information.
ForSale "
~
'89 Dodge Colt Vista
Wagon. 5 spd., 4WD, seats 7,
runs well, 'cute! $1600.00
OBo. 342-1147.
For Rent
House For Sale
3bdrm/2bath, 1050 sq
ft, Fairview and Five Mile area.
Fenced yard, sp~, lando'
scaping, deck, storage shed,
central air, and RV parking.
$78,000, call 322-6239.
l\J/F Roommate
Wanted. 2 BDIUvI home in the
North end. 5325/1\-10. + Q
utilities and a $125 deposit.
Available October 1st. For
more information call Molly
332-5121.
Jobs
ForCollege Students
S8.0o per hour lor moreO
"RnIIdehlnl.'lit,.
Hours Available
•Pan-nme or Full·nme .• Paid Training
Stan Nowl
Call For Interview:
316-4480
vertising
ep Wanted
, On Campus
Flexible Hours
Unlimited Earning
Many Established
AccountsShould Have:
IGood communication skillsOwn transportationSome sales experience desired, but not required
("-------r-.~C_·
Contact" Brad Arendt@The Arbiter
• 345-8204 for more info,
Recreation
~
Women's Rugby. Tues. The·
and Thurs. @ 6:30 p.m. West C~III
Jr. High. No experience d1.
required. We need you ladies! ~~
Contact Annesa 338-5629 or ~ ili .
~ l.l 'Dawn 384-9341. ~ ~ ?i- ~~ :t".
~
IfundIUNCF
fr Gain Management and Marketing experience
\
De part of an EXCITINO.-INTERNET COMPANYI
needed:
Campus Operations Manager
* Earn great money
* Excellent resume builder
t Flexible schedule
oC"'.
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT
We Accept
Visa & MasterCard
~r~~r ON-LINE
www.papajohns.com
367-9200--
BSU, North Boise
& South East Boise
1323 Broadway Ave.
,;t
South Franklin North Boise, Eagle
& The Connector &1~::I.rrleD.r.itvs
2404 S. Orchard Rd. 69lJlfWe91;)tate t.
342.5050 .853·7100
r - - - - -.-.-T- - - - - - -..,
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Prices Effective:
September 15- 21, 1999
At Our Broadway Market &
Parkcenter Albertson's Stores.
Seedless
- Grapes
Red, Green, or Black
